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The Roles of Dynamic Capability in Moderating Intellectml Capital Effect on the
Performance of Public Companies in Indonesia
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lsti Rahayu

Universitas lslam Indonesia Yogyakarta

This stud aims to examine the roles of Dynamic Capability as a moderating variable in
streng$ening the influence of intellectual capital on the perftrrmance of companieslisted on the
lndonesia Stock Exchange in 201 l-2013. Purposive sampling method was usedto determine the
samples and the data then was analysed by regression analysis tools.
The independent variable in $is study is Intellectual Capital,proxied withHuman
CapitalEfficiency, Structural Capital Efficiency and Capital Employed Efficiency. Thedependent
variable in this study is Corporate Performance, proxied withReturn onAssets, while ttre
moderate variable is Dynamic Capability proxied with atotalcostofresearchanddevelopment.
The resulb showed that there was a positive effuct between Human Capital Efficiency and
Capial Employed Efficiency to Company Performance. However, this study hiled to prove fie
positive influence of Structural Capital Efficiency for Corporate Performance. The study also
proved the role of Dynamic Capability as a variable to strengthen the influence of Human
Capital Efficiency of the CompanyPerformance, but fuiled to prove ttrat Dynamic Capability has

a role in strengthening the influence of Capital Employed Efficiency and Structural Capital
Efficiency toward Company Performance.

Keywordsrlntellectual capital, Dynamic Capability and performance of the company.

1. INTRODUCTION
The growing global economy has led to a variety of new industries based on knowledge. The
change turns the business world from an economy based on production into an economy based
on knowledge. This caused the company's performance measurement which is based on
conventional hctors of production such as machinery or manpower, changed into the use of
production factors based on knowledge. innovation, and technolory. This showed that the
company resources are not only physical assets, but also innovation, information systems,
organizational management, and human resources (Solikhah 2010). To improve the
performance of the company resources, the company must have company capabilities. The
company capability, according to dre Resou rce based theory, is one of the important intemal
fuctors in managing resources owned by the company to achieve its competitive advantage
(Fransisca Mulyono, 2013(Mulyono 2013). When the capability of a company is good, the
resource management will also be managed well and in the future fie company can gain
competitive advantages. Dynamic capability represenb the company's ability in creating new
production processes and new products/services to quickly respond to environmental changes
as stated by Helfat et.al 2OO7 and Teece 1998 as cited in Oseng & Lee 2014).

Several studies researched about the effuct of intellectual capital on the company's
performance had been conducted either in Indonesia or in overseas. Some researches on the
effect of intellectual capital on the company's performance are among others explored by
(Ulum et al. 2008), (Solikhah 2010), (Cruian 201l), (Rousulita 2ol21, and (Sunarsih & Mendn
2012). They found *rat the intellectual capital affects the company's financial performance. ln
addition(Dadashinasab & Sofian 2014) found that the dynamic capability strengdrens dre
influence of intellectual capial on the perfic.mance of public companies in Indonesia.
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The researcher conducted a study on the roles of Dynamic Capability as a moderating
variable in Indonesian public companies by selecting high lC companies listed in Indonesia
Stock Exchange from the period 2Ol 1 - 2013 as fre research obiects. Intellectual Capital is
measured by using drree componens, namely: human capial, structural capital, and customer
capital (Bontis et al. 2oo0)

1.1 Research Obiectives
I . To determine the effect of customer capital, human capital and structural capital on the

company's performance.
2. To determine the role of dynamic capability in increasing the influence of intellectual

capial on the company's performance.

2. THEORET]CAL REVIEW
2.1 Intellectual Capital
Stewart (1997) as cited in (Sharabati et al. 2010) stated that the Intellectual Capital is intellectual
materials which are composed, captured and used by organizations to create prosperity th rough
the creation of high-value assets. Further, (Sharabati et al. 2010) suggested that in order to
understand the intellectual capital that exists in an organization, the members of the
organization need to assess the core competence that will make the organization able to
achieve or have ach ieved the best status. Intellectual capital of an organization represents the
wealdr of innovation ideas and abilities to determine the organization in the future.

Physical assets such as fixed assets, financial assets such as cash and investments arc
very necessary, but drese are not sufficient to ach ieve the organizational goals. Intellectual
capital in the forms of technology, relationships, brands and information system which are

useful for a decision making is a critical factor in dre era of information and services nowadays
as mentioned by (lsaac et al. 2010). Intellectual capital represen8 employees'added values

when they use their knowledge and other personal assets to produce goods and services to
create organizational wealth.

(Bontis et al. 2000) stated that in general, researchers divided the intellectual capital into

three components, namely: human capital, structural capital, and customer capital. Basically

human capital is reflected by individual knowledge stock of an organization represented by its
employees. The human capital includes competence, commitment and loyalty of employees to
the company. Structural capital includes all non-human storchouses of knowledge within an

organization. including database, organizational charts, manuals of process, strategies, routines

and all the things that make the company's value is greater than its material values. The

customer capital is essential knowledge in marketing channels and customer relationships.

2.2 Dynamic Capability
Company capability is the ability of a company to perform coordinated tasks or activities to
achieve the company obiectives. (teece et al. 1997) stated that the dynamic capability indicates

the ability of the company to achieve its new excellent comp€titive advantages. 'Dynamic' is

defined as the ability to update dre competence to be able to adapt to environmental changes.

while 'capability' is emphasized on the role of stntegic management in adapting. integrating,

and reconfiguring internal and external organizational skills, resources and functional

competencies to adapt to environmental changes. A dynamic capability is the company's ability

to create and utilize existing resources within the company to achieve sustainable competitive
advantages (Tseng & Lee 2014)
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The dynamic capability according to some researchers is the company ability to use its
resources - panicularly in the process of integrating, reconfiguring. gaining and releasing
resources - which allows the company to respond quickly to new opportunities and even to
create changes in tlre market because of its innovation as a means of adjustment to changes in
external environments (Mulyono 201 3)

2.3 Financial Perforrnance
Performance is an important element to be achieved by each company. Performance can
become a benchmark showing the company's ability to manage and allocate all available
resources. While financial performance is certain measurements determining the success of a
company in gaining profits. The company achievement can be seen in its financial statements
reporting a condition of a company during a certain period - called $e company's financial
oerformance.

The company's financial performance is the result of company's performance measured

from its financial aspects showing in the financial statements.

2.4 Hypothesis Formulation
Ownership and use of intellectual resources enable fte company to achieve its competitive
advantages and added values. Investors will provide more rewards to companies which are able
to create added values on an ongoing basis, in line with the Resource.Based Thmry (Solikhah

2010). The company management shall keep the knowledge in the company by paying more
attention to employees or giving allowances or rewards for owning the knowledge. This will at
least allow the management to control the human resources, although they do not belong to fte
company. Salaries and greater benefits to employees are expected to motivate the employees to
improve their productivity so that this will result in Human Capial Efficiency. The higher the
Human Capital Efficiency, the higher the company's performance will be. This is in line widt
the resuls of research conductd by (Solikhah 2010), (Rousulita 2012), (Ulum et al. 2008), and
(Gruian 201 l). They found that Human Capital Efficiency has a positive effect on the company's
performance.
Hal-: Human Capital Efficiency positively affects Company's Perfornunce.

Structural capital is a corporate support for employees working in a company. lt is a company's
knowledge database that can be accessed by all employees to create a leaming experience. The
structural capital should be maintained, used and developed because the hilure in its

maintainance will cause competitors to take over the company. The structural capital include all
knowledge in the company, in addition to the existing knowledge on human capital, consisting
of daabase, organizational chafts, manual processes, strategies, routines and those whose value
are higher than the material values (Bontis et al. 2000). The effcient use of structural capital is a

means of support in improving company's perforfilance (Solikhah 2010), (Rousulita 2012\, and
(Cruian 2011), (Ulum et al. 2008).
Ha2: Structural Capital Ef{icimcy pocitively affects Company's Perfornrance.

Capital employed is defined as the total capital utilized in fixed assets of an enterprise,
Pulic 20o0 as cited in (Dadashinasab & sofian 2014). Capital Employed Efficiency is obtained if
less capital ownd by a company can be us€d to Senerate an increase in sales, or greater capital

employed can be followed by growing sales. Then, the capial increase will raise the company's
revenue as well. Therefore, this can improve the retum on certain assets owned by the company

so that the company's performance will also increase- (Solikhah 2OlO), Suhendah (2012), (Ulum
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et al. 2008), and (Cruian 201 l) proved drat Capital Employed Efficiency positively affect

company's performance.
Ha3: Capital Employed Efficiency positively aftects Company's Perfornunce.

The role of human capital can be supported by dynamic capabilities demonstrated by the

ability to overcome the gap be1veen cuffent te6ources and new expected resources. Qualified
human capital can be improved dr rough dynamic capabilities, among others by conducting

training a;d developmeni progams for employees. Training and development programs for

emplofees will create qualified human resources that are able to create a new innovation for

consumers as well as to improve company's perfiormance. (Dadashinasab & Sofian 2014)

proved that the Dynamic capability can increase fte influence of Human Capital Efficiency to

the company's perfrcrmance.

iiult Oin"nri.' Capabitity increases the eff€ct of Hurran Capital Efficiency to Company's

Performance.

Structural capital is an infrastructure to support employee's performance' Tf." I{
struaurai cipital value indicates that enteryrise systems have been operated optimally' .The
t igh", th" structural capitat is, ihe longer the company will maintain the business. The role of

siluaurrt Capital Efficiency can be sJpported by the dynamic capability which is related to

Ov""*i. chinges of .otp"ny', aaivities through continuous learning' adaptation' and

J"u"lopr"nt. dadashinasab,ni sofi"n (2014) proved that Dinamic capability can increase the

influence of Human Capital Efficiency on company's pertormance'

il"ii ov""ti. Capability in.reat! the influence of Structural Capital Efficiencv on

Company's Perfornnnce.

Thecreationofdynamiccapabilitiesinvolveshumanassets'informationsystems'.and
sufficient knowledge trn"g"t"J,y""ms in business organizations to be able to explore'

integrate and produce . urri",v'oi n"* useful knowledge tomeet the ma*et dynamics. capital

employed efftciency ,uppon"i [v 
" ""ti"tv 

ot new kn6wledge of dvnamic capabilities will be

abte to improve tt 
" 

p"rrorr",i.JLf til;;h"^y. (Dadashina-sab & sofian 2o141 bund that the

dynamic capability .an itp,ou" thu'influence oi capital employed efficiency on the company's

perficrmance.

Ha6: Dynamk Capability increases the effect of Capital Employed Efficiency to Company's

Perfonnance.

2.5 Research Model
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3. Research Method
The data in this research are secondary data obained from companies listed in the

Indonesia Stock Exchange. Sampling was done by using purposive sampling method witlr
criteria $at the companies were listed on $e Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2011 - 2013,
including the high lC companies and those having complete data conesponding with this
research's variables. According to Clobal Industry Classification Standard (CICS) in (whiting &
Woodcock 201 l), the companies will be grouped into two groups: lC high-intensive industries
and lC low- intensive industries.

Based on the determined criteria, it was obtained 2o samples for each year so that the total
number of samples was 60 companies. The limited number of samples was decided due to
constr:rints on the availability of daa research and development cost needd to measure
Dynamic Capability.

The data were then analysed by using the regression model as follows:
ROA = aI+ orHCE + czSCE + aICEE + tr.DC + aIHCExDC + 0TSCIxDC
+ STCEExDC + er

ROA- Retum on Asset, HCE-Human Capial Efficiency, CEE:Capital Employed Efficiency,
ScE-Structural Capital Efficiency, DC: Dinamic Capability

3,1 Research Variables
The dependent variable used in this study is company's performance. The measurement

of company's performance used retum on assets that reflect business profib and company's
efficiency in utilizing its total assets, measured by using Net Income / Total AsseB frcrmulas.

The independent variable of this research is intellectual capital, measured by Value
Added Intellectual Capial (VAIC) developed by Pulic in 1998 as cited in (Dadashinasab &
Sofian 2014). Value Added Intellectual Capital consists of Human Capital Efficiency, Structural
Capital Efficiency and Capital Employed Efficiency. The researcher used the VAIC because the
model covers all intellectual caoital elements.

I . Value added (VA)

Value added is obtained fiom ttre difference between output and input. The

output (OUT) represents dte revenue, while the input (lN) covers all expenses othet
than labor exoens€s used to obtain the revenues.

2. Human Capital Efficiency
Human capital efficiency shows how much value added can be generated by a

company with fre owned financial resources and human capital. Human capital
efficiency is measured with salaries and allowances given to the employees. Human

capital efficiency / HCE - VA / HC, Where: HC - salaries and allowances.
3. Structural Capital Efficiency

Structural capital covers all knowledge in the company in addition to the

existing knowledge on human capial, including database, organizational charts,

manual processes, strategies, routines and those whose value are higher than he
material values ((Bontis et al. 2o00)Structural Capital Efficiency / SCE - SC / VA.

While, SC - VA - HC
4. Capial Employed Efficiency

Capital Employed Efficiency / CEE shows the Value Added generated by a

company of capital employed. CEt - VA / CE, Where: CE - the book value of net

asseB (equity)
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Moderating variable in this research is Dynamic Capability. Wang and Ahmad defined the
dynamic capability as a stable pattem of behavior to renew, integrate, create and reconfigure
capabilities and resources of the company (Mulyono 2013) Dynamic capability was measured
using the formula:

,' = (;)[('.'.-i#,')]. (%P)
Where R&D are costs for Research and Development

4. Analysis and Discussicn
The description of this research results are presented in the Table 4.1 below.

Table 4.1 :

Min
ROA 60
DC 60
HCE 60
sct 60
CEE 60

-35
o_55
o.743
-3459
I .453

o.957
o.463
o.426
2168
| .524

o.27 0.4s0
80.45 20.1293
1.522 0.386
9860 8198
7.794 1 .076

Before testing the hypothesis, fre researcher conducted a normalitv test,
multicollinearity test, and heterocedasticity test. The tests showed good results, where the
research data are normal and $ere is no multicollinearity and heterocedasticiry. The results of
daa analysis for the tests are shown in the Table 2 as follows:

0.04102

From the able 2 above, it can be seen f'at the value of Adjusted R fuuare, or the
coefficient of determination of independent variables affucs the dependent variabte of o.+al or
48%. Therefore,43% of the company'is performance was affected by intellectual capital
consisting of human capital, structural capital, capital employeed, and dynamic capability.
Then, dre regression test was conducted and dre results are presentd in the Table 4.3.

(Constan)

HCE
SCE

CEE

DC
HCEIDC
SCE* DC
CEElDC

-o,oo2
o,001
o,o23
0,036

-,o38
o,o32

4,O31
-o,o01

From the results of the moderating linear regression analysis above, $e regression
coefficient of Human capital Efficiency is 0-ool widr a significance value of 0.046. At the
significance level c - 5%, it can be concluded that the Human Capital Efficiency shows a
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o,932
o,0,46
o,506
o,o42
o,o49
o,@o
0,000
o.o10

Table 4.2: Coefficient of Determination T

o.483

Table 4.3: Test Res u lts
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positive and significant effuct on the company's performance so that the first hypothesis of this
study can be accepted. lt is in line with the Resource-Based Theory (Solikhah 20lo) and

consistent with s€veral studies such as (Rousulita 2012), (Ulum et al. 20o8) and (Cruian 2011).
The regression coefficient of Structural Capital Efficiency is 0.023 widr a significance

value of 0.506. lt can be concluded that Structural Capital Efficiency does not significantly affect

the company's performance so tlrat the second hypothesis in this study is rejected. These results

are consistent with the research bv (Rousulia 2012)) who found that Structural Capital

Efficiency does not affuct ttre company's performance. lt is possible ttrat the hypothesis is

relected because the sample companies could not meet the structure supporting the employee

efforts to produce optimal intellectual performance and overall business performance. The

Structure are, among others, company's operational system, organizational culture, management

philosophy and all intellectual propenies owned by the company. These results are supportd
by the results of the descriptive analysis showing that there are companies *rat still have a

negative value of Structural Capital Efficiency which is equal to 4.3459. (Dadashinasab &

sofian 2014) sated that companies in emerging countries are still largely based on angible

assets, not intangible assets.

The capital Employed Efficiency regression coefficient is 0.036 with a significance value

of o,042. lt can be concluded that capital Employed Effciency has a significant positiv.e effect

on the company's performance so that the drird hypothesis of this study is accepted. These

results are consistent with (solikhah 20lo). (Rousulita 2012), (ulum et al. 2008) and (Gruian

20tl). They proved that structural capital Efficiency positively afbct on the company's

F,erbrmance.
The regression coefficient of interaction between Dynamic Capability and Human Capital

Efficiency isb.o:z wittr a significance value of 0.000. lt can be concluded that the Dynamic

Capability increases Human Capital Efficiency in raising the company's performance so that.the

fourth hypothesis of this study is accepted. These results are consistent with (Dadashinasab &

Sofian idtn) research frat Dinamic Capability can increase $e influence betlveen Human

Capital Efficiency and Company's Performance.' 
The value of interaction coefficient of Dynamic capability and Structural Capital

Efficienry is {.031 with a significance value of 0.002. lt can be concluded that the structural

Capital ifficiency has been decreasing the effects of lntellectual capital on the company's

performance so that the fifth hypothesis in this study is reiected. These results are in contrast to

the studies conducted by (Dadashinasab & Sofian 2014). They found that DC can increase the

influence between HCE and company's performance.

The interaction regression coefficient of Dynamic Capability and .Capital. Employed

Efficiencv is {.001 with a significance value of 0.010. lt can be concluded that Capital

Employed Efficiency has been decreasing the effect of Intellectual Capital on the company's

p",b*"n." so thaithe sixth hypothesis in this study is reiected. These results are different from

the findings of (Dadashinasab & Sofian 2ol4). that Dynamic capability can_ increase the

influence Lf capital Employed Efficiency and the company's performance' The difference

between the results of this study and (Dadashinasab & Sofian 2014t QO14) research might

happen due to diffurences in economic conditions, or the measuring instruments of Dynamic

Capability which are less suitable to use in lndonesia.

s. coNctusloNs
The results of this research proved that Human capital Efficiency positively impacts on tne

company's performance and Capital Employed Efficiency positively affect on the company's

pu*orn.in... However, this reseirch hiled to prove that Structural Capital Efficiency affects the

i.rJ""v'r perfrirmance. This research has successfully proved dre role of dynamic capability in
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increasing the influence of Human Capital Effciency, but failed to prove the role of Dynamic
Capability in increasing either the influence of structural capital Effiiiency or capital rr'pioveo
Efficiency on *re company.s performance.

. This study has limiations due to the dfficurty of getting the sampre data of the dynamic
capability variable. Further research can be done by extending the period or stuay to'outain
more samples, and using a moderating variabres other than dynamic capabirity. ror 

"tirpt"company's competitive advantages.
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